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Virginia Cooperative Extension is a partnership of Virginia Tech,
Virginia State University, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and local
governments. Its programs and employment are open to all, regardless
of age, color, disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression,
genetic information, military status, or any other basis protected by law.
If you are a person with a disability and desire any assistive devices,
services or other accommodations to participate in this activity, please
contact Continuing and Professional Education at (540-231-5182/TDD*)
during business hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to discuss accommodations
5 days prior to the event.
*TDD number is (800) 828-1120.
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From the State Coordinator
Hello to all!
As the sunlight hours increase and buds swell, we in Blacksburg are excited for the coming months
of spring! We hope that you are enjoying the warming weather and are ready to be back in your
gardens!
As spring approaches, so too does Extension Master Gardener College! EMG College is our statewide
continuing education conference for Master Gardener volunteers. The past two years we have

interested. We also have a full schedule of speakers, tours, and workshops ready for an exciting and
engaging weekend in Blacksburg. You’ll hear from some past favorite speakers as well as get to know
and hear from a number of new speakers. Take a look in the following program to see what we have
in store for you!

two years. We look forward to the opportunity to network, share ideas, and build new friendships.
Additional details for registration will be coming soon. Please let our team know if you have any

We are so looking forward to College and invite all of you to join us for this full week of learning and

Kathleen Reed
State Coordinator
Extension Master Gardener Program
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Schedule

22

Wednesday June 22

23

Thursday June 23

24

Friday June 24

25

Saturday June 25

26

Sunday June 26

Land Care Steward training
Check in

Land Care Steward training
Tours/Workshops
Keynote - Woody Crenshaw
Milestone awards

Welcome
Keynote - Janine Woods
Break
Concurrent 1
Lunch
Concurrent 2
Break
Keynote - Leighton Reid

Keynote - Ashley Dayer
Break
Concurrent 3
Lunch
Concurrent 4
Break
Keynote - Cole Burrell
VMGA Meeting

Keynote - Alonso Abugattas
Break
Keynote - Barbara Pleasant
Closing
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About Extension Master Gardener College
EMG Land Steward training.

Registering for sessions
that you get the classes you want. Switching schedules is not advised unless you trade spots with
be enough materials for unregistered attendees. Please be considerate to your peers and do not
“crash” a class, tour, or workshop.

COVID-19 information

them within the bounds of campus policies and expectations. Please reach out to the conference
registrar with additional questions or concerns. Check the current Virginia Tech guidelines here.

Transportation
The Virginia Tech campus is large and walking is necessary to get from one place to another.
Depending on the location of our classes this year, shuttles may be provided. Walking short
distances will be necessary.

Registration information
Costs (subject to change)
Registration fees:
Milestone Discount Registration:

Meals:
A meal plan is required for those staying on campus and will include breakfast, lunch, and dinner at

On campus housing:

Milestone discounts
previous years do not qualify for discounts.
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VMGA Scholarships
VMGA seeks to award scholarships to those Extension Master Gardeners who, through their
More information available here.

Land Care Steward Training
Land Steward training is open to any EMG interested in pursuing advanced education in the area
landscaping, wildlife, and land conservation.
Land Stewards will arrive at EMGC early for training

tours. Land Stewards will choose from Land Steward
options for concurrent sessions, and will complete their
return to their home units.
This year’s Land Steward Training includes the following

Land Care
Forest Care for Landowners

Composting
Land Care Stewards in the Community

Join a special group of EMGs with advanced training who work to care for our natural resources by
becoming an EMG Land Steward!
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Keynote Descriptions
THURSDAY 6 PM - Developing a Local Food Economy in Rural Virginia - William
“Woody” Crenshaw
bolster sustainable agriculture and develop a local food economy in Floyd, Virginia.
About Woody: Born in New York, raised in Vermont and North Carolina, Woody has spent
most of his adult life in Southwest Virginia. During his 33 years in Floyd he also engaged
himself to projects related to the arts, environmental protection and sustainable
agriculture. Some of those projects include the Floyd Center for the Arts, the
SustainFloyd Foundation, The Crooked Road Heritage Music Trail and Riverstone Organic

economy for Floyd County. A lifelong gardener, he and his wife Jackie live in a passive solar cabin they built 30
years ago in Floyd County near the Blue Ridge Parkway.

FRIDAY 9 AM - The Role of Urban Agriculture in Virginia - Janine Parker Woods
Urban agriculture plays an important part in building community, increasing food security, and
building diverse landscapes in urban corridors. Join VSU’s Associate Administrator for Cooperative
Extension, Janine Woods, as she discusses the role urban agriculture is playing in building resilient
food systems in Virgina.
About Janine: Dr. Janine Parker Woods serves as the Associate Administrator
interim program leader for the Agriculture and Natural Resources Unit with
Cooperative Extension at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State

FRIDAY 3:30 PM - Restoring Virginia’s Native Grasslands: Where, Why, and How
- Leighton Reid
Virginia is graced with a diversity of natural ecosystems, including many types of grassland.
Virginia’s grasslands are widespread, from the mountains to the coast, and they host endangered
and endemic plants and animals, but they are also small, shrinking, and too often neglected by
conservationists. These habitats are worth conserving for their biodiversity, their stabilizing climate
requires us to think about their origins in deep time as well as their maintenance under human
management over thousands of years. By replicating the selection and dispersal processes that
supported grasslands in the past, we are learning how to restore them in the present. Grassland
restoration in Virginia is nascent and growing. There are many roles to play, including for gardeners.
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About Leighton: J. Leighton Reid is an Assistant Professor in the School of Plant
and Environmental Sciences at Virginia Tech. He has written extensively on
ecological restoration and biodiversity conservation and is among the most
research focuses on improving the outcomes of ecological restoration in
temperate and tropical terrestrial ecosystems. He teaches courses on
ecological restoration and advises restoration projects in Virginia and
internationally.

SATURDAY 9 AM - The Connection between Gardening and Virginia’s Ten-Year
Wildlife Viewing Plan - Ashley Dayer
Wildlife viewing and gardening have a strong connection as wildlife can be attracted to native
plant gardens. These gardens not only support the wildlife but provide opportunities for people to
recent research our team conducted, nearly 60% of wildlife viewers nationally feed wild birds, but
only 30% maintain plantings for wildlife. Programs like the Master Gardeners have the potential to
contribute to addressing this disconnect. Within the Commonwealth of Virginia, Virginia Department
Wildlife Viewing Plan. This plan even calls out the importance of partnering with Master Gardeners
to support the public is establishing backyard habitat. Come learn more about wildlife viewers, their
interests in gardening and other ways to engage them, and opportunities that the Master Gardeners
might tap to connect with them, in collaboration with the state’s wildlife agency.
About Ashley: Ashley is an Assistant Professor of Human Dimensions in the
Faculty with the Global Change Center. Her conservation social science
research focuses on conservation behavior of wildlife recreationists, habitat
conservation by private landowners, human disturbance of shorebirds, and
science application by land and wildlife managers. She and her family enjoy
wildlife viewing, hiking, gardening, and other outdoor activities.

SATURDAY 3:30 PM - Nature as Gardener: Working with Natural Process for
Beauty and Reduced Maintenance - Cole Burrell
Picture-perfect plant combinations make for beautiful gardens, yet keeping every plant in its place
is a lot of work. If you grow native and site adapted plants, and long to lower your maintenance time
and budget, this lecture is for you. Join Cole Burrell to learn tips and techniques for working with
Mother Nature to create a beautiful, reduced maintenance garden by augmenting and editing. Using
layering, under planting, free seeing perennials and annuals, and a little benign neglect, you can
reduce the amount of time spent working in your garden.
About Cole: Cole Burrell is an acclaimed lecturer, garden designer, awardand lifelong plantsman, gardener, and naturalist. Cole is principal of Native
Landscape Design and Restoration, which specializes in blending nature and
culture through artistic design. He is a lecturer in the College of Architecture
and Landscape Architecture at the University of Virginia, where he teaches
about plants and their ecological connections to natural systems and cultural
landscapes.
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SUNDAY 9:30 AM - Ethnobotany and Folklore of Plants - Alonso Abugattas
Ethnobotany is the study of how people relate to and use plants in their lives, be it food, medicine,
tools, and so many other ways. Learn all about plant folklore, how people used locally native and
commonly available plants in their lives and historically. The natural history of various plants will be

About Alonso:
educator, and storyteller in the Washington, DC area. He is the Natural Resources

professional association for naturalists, historians, and docents. With numerous
mentions and appearances on television, radio, podcasts and the press, he
winning FaceBook Group “Capital Naturalist”, his Capital Naturalist Blog, @
CapNaturalist on Twitter, and the Capital Naturalist YouTube Channel.

SUNDAY 11 AM - Eat From Your Garden Year Round - Barbara Pleasant

that store themselves, and then learn simple ways to preserve vegetables and fruits so they are
, will share dozens of tips for enjoying your garden’s bounty in every season.
About Barbara:

The Complete Houseplant Survival Manual and Homegrown Pantry, Barbara
provides a wealth of gardening info on her website at barbarapleasant.com.
Singled out as “one of America’s most trusted garden writers” by Chery Long of
Mother Earth News magazine, Barbara relishes every opportunity to connect
people with the green world.
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Concurrent descriptions
FRIDAY 10:30 AM - Concurrent session #1
Fancying the Ferns - Jordan Metzgar

reproduce. We’ll also highlight a variety of the amazing adaptations possessed by ferns around
assortment of Virginia’s native fern species.

IPM for Gardeners: History, Concepts, and Strategies - Stephanie Blevins & Daniel
Frank
Preventing damage from pests can be a challenge for the beginner and seasoned gardener alike.

pests in gardens.

Reaching Underserved Groups & Reducing Food
Insecurity Through Community Garden Partner Projects Ralph Morini & Fern Campbell
community garden projects that the Piedmont Master Gardener
Association has initiated with partner organizations. They will
describe project goals, successes, challenges and lessons learned,
inviting questions and comments. The second part of the session
will be a roundtable where attendees discuss their EMG community
garden experiences and ideas, generating a discussion that we hope
will be enlightening and motivating for everyone.

Everything you need to know about soil testing - Rory Maguire
Soil testing forms the basis for nutrient management, and provides recommendations for fertilizer

Jacob Barney & Prashasti
Agarwal

Vegetable Grafting - Josh Kardos
ins and outs of vegetable grafting at home.
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FRIDAY 1:30 PM - Concurrent session #2
EMG Program Accessibility: Diversity Initiatives at the Local Level - Blane Harding
how individual units can begin working toward accessibility and diversity goals based on their local
a potential model for this work, with ideas shared for how to facilitate conversations about diversity
and accessibility with your EMG peers. Come prepared to ask questions, share ideas, and discuss
this topic with your fellow EMGs.

Eric
Day & Theresa (Tree) Dellinger
learn more about its biology and impact. The pilot program
for the Citizen Scientist Detection Program for Spotted

Cooperative Extension envisioned a program where people
heaven) in northern Virginia could help determine where

infested areas to determine the leading edge of the spread of this pest.

Conservation Paleobiology: Using the Past to Plan for the Future - Rachel Reid
Conservation paleobiology is an emerging discipline that uses historical, archaeological, and

results from an ongoing project seeking to understand how the Appalachian landscape may have
changed over the last several thousand years.

Irrigation 101 - Shawn Jadrnicek
As growers we’re at the mercy of the heat and cold but we can control the water using irrigation
systems. Properly installed and operated irrigation systems also increase yields and help prevent
weeds and disease problems. Learn the basic components of automated drip and overhead
irrigation systems and installation tricks. This class will also cover irrigation scheduling to prevent
wasting water and nutrients.

Dahlia Culture: Growing, Harvesting, Storing,
Propagating - Curt Laub
We will follow a ‘year in the life’ of dahlias, through tuber
preparation, planting, spacing, and supporting plants as they
use of fresh cut as well as dried dahlias in arrangements and
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Bees in the Garden; Growing Forage and Adding Pollinators into the Mix - James
Wilson
Dr. Wilson, Extension Apiculturist at Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, will be talking about bees in our
gardens. What kinds of plants can attract or support bees, and what kinds of bees can we expect to
come visit our gardens. Dr. Wilson will also provide some introduction to getting started with adding
pollinators to your garden and keeping honey bees in Virginia. Digital resources to be shared during
and after, as well as a brief honey tasting.

SATURDAY 10:30 AM - Concurrent session #3
HOPE from the Garden: Helping our Planet Endure - Kate Bracken

together a team of eight volunteers who came up with HOPE from the Garden (Helping Our Planet

the future.

Roots and Wings: How to Raise a Happy Orchid - Cyndy
Unwin

like children, need roots and wings. The key is a healthy connection to
water and nutrients, and the right conditions to thrive and bloom. This
workshop will introduce you to this incredible family of plants and their

repot an orchid is included.

Laurie Fox, Kristi
McCullough
Explore how smart design can solve landscape challenges. Review
multiple design solutions for 3 common landscape scenarios. Based

Water Wisely: Improved Best Management Practices and New Smart Technologies
or Enhancing Water Conservation in Your Lawn - Dan Sandor
examine water requirements of turfgrass species for Virginia and how cultural practices like mowing,
fertilization, and cultivation impact these requirements. We’ll also review some challenges and
and sensor technologies that can be incorporated into existing sprinkler systems, and learn which
tools are most optimal for your lawn.
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Communications Updates & Best Practices for EMG groups - Devon Johnson
This session will cover updates to communications policies, including the new Virginia Cooperative
Extension brand, updated social media guidance, and recommendations for recruitment and
marketing.

SATURDAY 1:30 PM - Concurrent session #4
4theSoil: Building Healthy Soil for the Garden, Lawn and Landscape - Thomas Bolles
carbon sequestration and clean water. Join us for a look at how to improve our soils at the
homeowner level.

Happy EMG Volunteers and Thriving EMG Units - Pat Lust
project within the VA EMG program. The outcomes of eight focus groups provided the basis for the
been to identify what makes volunteers happy and productive and what makes thriving EMG units.

A Holistic Approach to the Natural World - Leaf Myczack

ecology.

Laurie Fox
How to have the beautiful landscape you want without an aching back and empty wallet. Dr. Laurie
Fox shares tips from 30 years of gardening experiences.

The Human to Houseplant Connection - Barbara
Pleasant
Ever since glass windows were invented, people have tried to
grow plants indoors. From fragrance to feng shui, this session
explores the obvious and subtle ways houseplants enhance
, will also share her top
tips for keeping popular houseplants happy.
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Tours and Workshops

New River Valley Garden Tour 1 & 2 - Delbert Jones,
EMG NRV (AM and/or PM, $10 additional charge)
Join us as we visit private gardens in beautiful Blacksburg!
You will meet the owners, have an exclusive tour and learn
how they developed their home garden. You will be able to
bring back some wonderful ideas that you can use in your
own home gardens.

Nematode, Nematode Quite Contrary, How
Does My Garden Grow - Jon Eisenback (AM, no
additional charge)
Nematode, Nematode Quite Contrary, How Does My Garden
are harmful to the growth of plants, but on the other hand,
of all, they are all indicators of soil health and are useful predictors of how well your garden will grow.
By sampling nematodes in the fall, the kinds and numbers of nematodes can monitor the health of
your soil. Plants need lots of bacteria and fungi to have a healthy environment because the bacteria
breakdown the nutrients in the soil and the fungi transport those nutrients to the plants. Their
numbers can be monitored by the numbers of bacterivores and fungivores that are present in the

predators and omnivores need to be encouraged. Learn the four tactics that improve the health of
your soil.

Insects, Diseases, and Abiotic Plant Problems: Campus Walk - Eric Day & Elizabeth
Bush (AM, no additional charge)
Bring your walking shoes and join us as we walk around campus and look at trees and plants and
discuss insect, mite, and plant diseases. We will look at actual symptoms and pests and talk about

Tree Tour of Virginia Tech - Jamie King (AM, no additional charge)
You are invited for a tree tour at Virginia Tech! Please join Jamie King, Urban Forest Manager and
University Arborist, for a 3 mile walk to see how public land use has been shaped by American
stairs and transitions from pavement to turf and other uneven surfaces.

Judging Fairs - Jeannie Layton-Dudding & Wendy Silverman (PM, $25 additional
charge)
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Gardening with Moss - Pat Reilly (PM, $20 additional charge)
While sometimes not invited, moss can add beauty to our landscapes. For those homeowners
who bring turf troubles to us as EMG volunteers, moss may well be a viable option. This workshop
seeks to combine knowledge about growing moss with the activities of identifying mosses and
creating a moss garden of your own to take home. Attendees will learn moss botany and taxonomy,
incorporating moss into the landscape design, and establishing and maintaining moss. Samples will

Not Your Momma’s Floral Design Workshop - Sara
Rutherford (PM, $35 additional charge)
of yesteryear, but the relaxed, more modern designs currently

choosing and use it to brighten up your space at Master
designer in another life, will guide you as you create your

Fire Wise Tour - Russell Proctor (PM, limited to Land Care Steward trainees)
safety.

Catawba Sustainability Center - Adam Taylor (PM, $10 additional charge)
Tour will be an overview of the Catawba Sustainability Center, showcasing our environmentally
sustainable agriculture and land use practices that include agroforestry (silvopasture, riparian

time.

Drones 101 - VT Faculty (PM, no additional charge)
Drones have many uses in agriculture including identifying disease problems and informing plant
and sustainable.
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Concurrent Session Speaker Bios
Dr. Jacob Barney
Environmental Sciences. He studies the causes, consequences, epidemiology, and management

relationships between plant functional traits and their associated soil microbiomes.
Kate Bracken

Fern Campbell
as a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner, caring for children and families with chronic kidney disease
and bladder issues. She went from nurturing kids and families to nurturing nature and all things
horticulture! She grew up on a farm in the Midwest, helping to weed, harvest and preserve food at
a very young age and has been vegetable gardening ever since. She was President of the Piedmont
event at The Paramount Theater, “The Future of Our Landscapes in a Changing Environment” with over
500 attendees. Fern has been Chair of the Volunteer Projects committee for the past 3 years and
involved in the development of our “Share Your Harvest” campaign and work with both the Community
Garden Partners as well as helping to develop recent changes in our School Garden programs. Her
motto is “So much to do…so little time!
Eric Day is a faculty member in the Entomology Department at Virginia Tech. He is Manager of
samples per year from all over the state. Samples are from public, private and commercial clients
and samples can include and mites insects on vegetables, turf, fruit, trees and ornamentals,

publications.
Dr. Theresa (Tree) Dellinger

entomology, and insect taxonomy.
Laurie Fox is the Horticulture Associate at Virginia Tech’s Hampton Roads Agricultural Research
landscapes, and she is responsible for overseeing eight demonstration gardens and is the author
is a native of Richmond, VA and received her PhD in Horticulture from Wageningen University, The
Netherlands where she focused on phytoremediation.
Daniel Frank is Director of Virginia Tech Pesticide Programs where he provides leadership to carry
outreach. Daniel received his B.S. in biology from Utah State University, M.S. in entomology from the
University of Florida, and Ph.D in entomology from Virginia Tech.
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Blane Harding
Diversity at Virginia Tech University and currently serves as a national consultant. He also served
as the Director of Advising, Recruitment, and Retention for the College of Science at the University

Liberal Arts as well as a professor in the Ethnic Studies Department. Mr. Harding served as a retention

Board for the National Academic Advising Association and Chair of their Multicultural Concerns

Shawn Jadrnicek has nourished his interest in agriculture through his work as a farmer, nurseryman,
extension agent, arborist, landscaper, manager of Clemson University’s Student Organic Farm,
manager of Wild Hope Farm and now serves as the ANR agent for Roanoke and Botetourt Counties.

Devon Johnson
to helping EMG programs, she is interested in community resilience in a changing climate,
permaculture, and fruit gardening. She has a MAs in communications and the public humanities from
Virginia Tech.
Dr. Josh Kardos is an instructor with the School for Plant and Environmental Sciences. He has
extensive experience in production horticulture and teaches Plant Propagation Production
Horticulture, and Plant Materials for SPES.
Curt Laub is retired from the Virginia Tech Entomology Department, and is now focused on steel

Pat Lust,
currently spending a lot of time growing native plants and talking about then. Her backyard nursery
focuses mostly on perennials and bushes but includes a few other types of plants as well. She says
that, if you get to know her, you will probably be adopting more native plants for your own garden.
Ralph Morini
organization strengthened its emphasis on projects dealing with environmental sustainability,
horticulture related social issues including food insecurity and building a more diverse audience
and membership. As an EMG he has participated in several school and community garden and
conservation landscaping projects while doing community presentations on composting, natural
soil building and minimum chemical gardening. He is a regular writer for PMG’s The Garden Shed
Newsletter.
Dr. Rory Maguire is a Professor and Extension Specialist in the School of Plant and Environmental
Sciences. He conducts research on sustainable nutrient management for healthy soils, and also
supervises the Soil Testing Laboratory at Virginia Tech.
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As a child, Leaf Myczack recognized his deep connection to our nearest elemental relatives,
and throughout his long active outdoor life, he has been dedicated to understanding the holistic
nature of the natural world. Autodidactic, he comes from a diverse experiential background that

endeavor he has engaged in to further both his awareness and the responsibility of his caretaker
role as a temporary occupant of planet earth. Currently, Mr. Myczack is the primary instructor at the
learning and the teaching of sustainable agricultural practices. The working demonstration farm is
located in NW Floyd County, Virginia.
Dr. Rachel Reid is a paleoecologist interested in how climate and environmental change impact
ecosystems and species interactions over a range of timescales. She incorporates viewpoints,
tools, and data from geology, ecology, and archaeology in her research, using stable isotope
geochemistry as a central methodological tool. She completed her MS and PhD in Earth Sciences
postdoctoral research at Washington University in St. Louis.
Cyndy Unwin
Roanoke Master Gardener Association and is the newsletter editor for the Blue Ridge Orchid Society.
She also helps curate the orchid collection at the Virginia Western Community Arboretum. When
she’s not tinkering with orchids and playing in her garden, she teaches reading and writes children’s
books.
Dr. James Wilson

growers, gardeners, naturalists, beekeepers, educators, and Extension Agents throughout the
Commonwealth. Dr. Wilson also maintains Virginia Tech’s research and teaching apiaries.
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